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Brand New Book. Legerdemain is the true story of a young undercover operative for the U.S. Air
Force during the Truman-Eisenhower Administrations who was sent on a mission to wrest French
Morocco from the French colonial system and bring it into the American sphere of influence. The
purpose was to insure Moroccan air bases for the Strategic Air Command which was vital for a
retaliatory strike against the Soviet Union. The story underlines President Truman s disregard for
French friendship and is willing to risk it for the sake of U.S. security. The disregard is further
illustrated by the secret storage of atom bombs in French Morocco which was completely unknown
to Charles DeGaulle, President of France. The story unveils the working of undercover operatives of
Britains MI6, Israel s Mossad, America s CIA, France s Security Services, the Soviet Union s KGB as
well as the French Foreign Legion set against the exotic backdrop of the alleyways, coffee houses
and bathhouses of Casablanca, the exotic fairs of Marrakech, the settings of privilege in Cairo and
the mountainside villages of Cypress. The author s experience also takes...
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Reviews
It in a of the most popular publication. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is
merely soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ger a r do Ra th
Merely no words to clarify. I could comprehended almost everything using this published e publication. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Lor i Ter r y
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